AIREXE.io EXCHANGE BRIEF
Cryptocurrency market is booming and it became obvious that there is a need for a new generation of
Cryptocurrency Exchanges. New exchanges have to be clean from the start, to follow regulation rules and
KYC/AML/CTF procedures.
It’s expected that many existing Exchanges will be shut down due to their uncertain and non-transparent
origin. They won’t be able to build positive and long-term working relations with governmental
authorities, regulators and financial institutions.
AIREXE is new modern crypto-fiat currency exchange. AIREXE focused on ensuring the
increased security of clients' funds, providing live responsive customer support, high
availability and accessibility. AIREXE will strictly follow and comply to government
regulations, licensing requirements, taxation and will operate completely legally. Our target is to be most
convenient exchange for the beginners and for professional traders by providing both functionalities professional with all the features available, and simplified, for those who is novice in cryptocurrency and
trading.
There are number of problems/issues with existing exchanges, which we, at AIREXE exchange, will
rectify and solve.

The Problems








Security of customers’ funds at exchanges
Lack or weak cooperation with government regulators
Terrible or weak customer support
Long waiting period for new coins and tokens to get support
Lack of simplicity
Teams and ownerships are not transparent
Lack of mobility

Solution by AIREXE
1) The highest security measures – the latest technologies in authentication and biometrics for
mobile users
2) Cooperation with regulators and governments. Following regulations. Licensing. Taxation.
3) Responsive Customer Support – 24/7 live customer support, with timely response
4) Fast start and tutorials for newbies traders
5) Transparency of the project’s ownership
6) Attention to mobile users – a truly device-neutral exchange with native App
7) Integration with new blockchains (as example – integration with TON, Telegram Open
Network)
8) Rating agency and analytics (providing cryptocurrency professional analytics and ratings for
projects, tokens and cryptocurrencies)

AIREXE AIRX Token Sale
Token name: AIRX

Token digits: 18

Smart contract address: 0x19c4a0c62a15c0fb7276791aa552a1aabe8b57e6
Token Standard: Ethereum, ERC-20 / ERC-223
AIRX token sale starts on 19-March-2018 and lasts until 30-April-2018
Soft Cap: 950,000 USD

Hard Cap: 32,000,000 USD

In case Soft Cap is not reached, then all contributed funds will be returned back to contributors.
AIRX token price when buying with ETH:
For payments less than 2 ETH
For payments from 2 ETH up to 10 ETH
For payments from 10 ETH and more

0.01 ETH per 1 AIRX (1 ETH = 100 AIRX)
0.009 ETH per 1 AIRX (1 ETH = 110 AIRX)
0.008 ETH per 1 AIRX (1 ETH = 125 AIRX)

It is also possible to buy AIRX tokens with BTC, LTC, BCH or ETC. See whitepaper for more details.

AIREXE Contacts and Media

Website: https://airexe.io
Email: support@airexe.io
Twitter: @Airexe_official, https://twitter.com/Airexe_official
Telegram group: @airexe , https://t.me/airexe
Telegram channel: @airexe_channel, https://t.me/airexe_channel
Medium: @airexe, https://medium.com/@airexe
Facebook: @airexeofficial, https://fb.me/airexeofficial
LinkedIn: https://linkedin.com/company/airexe

AIREXE ICO token sale starting on 19-March-2018

